



We describe how ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles are embedded in a larger gauge group for a class
of symmetry breakings. The results are based on the embedded defect formalism and show many
parallels with the properties of embedded vortices. We also show that fundamental monopoles
are always associated with embedded monopoles, and illustrate our results with the monopoles in
SU(5)→ SU(3) × SU(2)× U(1)/Z6.
pacs no.s.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to describe and classify the solution
set of embedded ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles [1] within
a variety of gauge theories. The sense that we use embed-
ded follows the embedded defect formalism of Vachaspati,
Barriola and Bucher, which was formally introduced in
[2]. Many of the results in this paper are completely par-
allel to those for embedded vortices [3], and it is one of
the aims of this paper to highlight the similarities be-
tween these two cases.
We start with a quick review of scalar-gauge theo-
ries and some details of the embedded defect formal-
ism. This will set the scene for the latter sections of
this paper where we discuss how monopoles can be em-
bedded, the structure of their embeddings, and their rela-
tion to fundamental monopoles. To illustrate the results
in this paper we also apply our analysis to the embed-
ded monopoles arising from SU(5) ! SU(3)  SU(2) 
U(1)=Z6. At all stages the relation to symmetry break-
ing is emphasized and we pay particular attention to the
group structure of the gauge theory.
A. Yang-Mills Theories Coupled to a Scalar Field
Consider a spontaneously broken Yang-Mills theory
dened by a semi-simple, compact gauge group G, and
a scalar eld  in the adjoint representation of G. The
dynamics of the interacting scalar and gauge elds are
described through the Lagrangian
L[; A] = − 14 hF ; Fi+ 12 hD; Di − V []; (1)
where hX; Y i = −2 tr [ad(X)ad(Y )], which reduces to the
usual trace for semi-simple groups, and
F = @A − @A + e[AA ]; (2)
D = @ + e ad(A): (3)
Taking the potential V [] to be minimized at some
value 0, the residual symmetry group consists of ele-
ments h 2 H satisfying
Ad(h)0 = 0: (4)
This then denes a relevant decomposition of G into a set
of massless and a set of massive gauge boson generators
G = HM: (5)
This decomposition is respected by the adjoint action of
the residual symmetry H
Ad(H)H  H; Ad(H)MM; (6)
so that the massive gauge bosons form a representation
of H . In general this representation may be reducible,
and decomposes into irreducible components
M = M1     Mn; (7)
each set corresponding to a gauge family of massive gauge
bosons. A physical example of this is in electroweak the-
ory, where the two gauge families MZ and MW corre-
spond to Z and W gauge bosons.
B. Embedded Defects
To construct an embedded defect solution one chooses
a subgroup Gemb  G, with Hemb = H \Gemb; then the




with the corresponding homotopy group k(Gemb=Hemb)
being non-trivial. The central idea is to nd a smaller
theory on which a defect is topological and then extend
this solution back to the full theory. This gives rise to the
concept of an embedded subtheory: a pair (Vemb; Gemb),
with Vemb a minimal non-trivial vector subspace of scalar
eld values invariant under Gemb.
The main result from [2] is that a defect topological in
the embedded subtheory
(x) 2 Vemb; A(x) 2 Gemb; (9)
remains a solution of the full theory provided:
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(i) The scalar potential satises
@V
@Ψ
[] := hΨ; @V
@
[]i = 0; (10)
for hΨ;Vembi = 0 and  2 Vemb. This is generally taken
as a constraint on the potential.
(ii) The representation satises
h ad(X?);Vembi = 0; (11)
for hX?;Gembi = 0 and  2 Vemb.
These two conditions emerge from a direct substitution
of (9) into the eld equations.
One should note that the formalism in this section
and the next applies to more general gauge theories than
those specied at the start of this paper. However we
phrase the above results in the context of G semi-simple
with an adjoint scalar eld because that situation is more
suited to monopoles.
C. Embedded Vortices
Embedded vortices represent a U(1) ! 1 Nielsen-




Then the vortex Ansatz is dened by an element X 2 M




with X dening U(1) = exp(X) in (12).
The analysis in [3] nds that this vortex Ansatz (13)
solves the eld equations if
X 2Mi; D(e2X)0 = 1; (14)
namely, if the vortex generator X is in one of the Ad(H)
irreducible families of massive gauge bosons.
Generally speaking there is a family structure of gauge
equivalent vortices associated with each of the irreducible
components Mi, with the set Ad(H)X of vortex gener-
ators being all gauge equivalent. The structure of these
sets within each Mi is determined by the rank of Mi.
The stability of these vortices has been discussed in
detail [3]. For G simple and  in the adjoint represen-
tation these vortices are always unstable. Otherwise the
vortices may be either topologically or dynamically sta-
ble.
II. EMBEDDED MONOPOLES
Following the above arguments an embedded ’t Hooft-




Taking a suitable basis ftig for su(2), such that [ti; tj] =
ijktk, the embedded monopole Ansatz has the usual















M; M = t3; (17)
this denes the magnetic generator M , which satises the
topological quantisation condition exp(2M) = 1 [5].
From (15), the monopole embedding denes the fol-
lowing inclusion
G = H  M
[ [ [ (18)
su(2) = u(1)  N :
Then the classication of the embedded monopole spec-
trum is: the Ansatz (16) denes a solution to the eld
equations of (1) only for an su(2) embedding with
N Mi: (19)
Thus N is a subspace of one of the gauge families Mi in
eq. (7).
In addition to (19) there is also a constraint (10) from
the potential. For BPS monopoles this constraint is triv-
ially satised; otherwise this condition holds in many sit-
uations. For the rest of this paper we will mainly con-
centrate on condition (19).
A simple way to see (19) is that the spectrum of em-




su(2) ! u(1) (20)
[ [
u(1) ! 0:
This implies that every X 2 N denes an embedded
vortex. In which case the monopole embedding may only
be of the form in eq. (19).
The next step is to prove that every such embedding
produces a solution. This is more complicated and re-
quires a direct examination of the eld equations, as de-
tailed in Appendix A.
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III. RELATION TO FUNDAMENTAL AND
NON-FUNDAMENTAL MONOPOLES
So far we have seen that an embedded monopole de-
nes a solution if its embedding sits appropriately with
respect to one of the Ad(H) irreducible gauge families
Mi in eq. (7). In this section we examine their relation to
fundamental monopoles [6]; showing that there is always
an embedded monopole with the same boundary condi-
tions as a fundamental monopole. We also give some
examples of non-fundamental embedded monopoles.
A. Fundamental Monopoles
Before discussing fundamental monopoles it is neces-
sary to introduce some mathematical prerequisites.
Firstly, we require a mutually commuting set of or-
thonormal generators fT1; :::; Tng that spans an maximal
Abelian subspace T  H. Since the scalar eld takes an
adjoint representation then r = rank(G) = rank(H), so
T is also maximal within G.
Then a root  2 (G) and its associated root space
E are dened by
i ad(T )E = E: (21)





2 (E + E−);
t2 = −i(22)−
1
2 (E − E−); (22)
t3 = 
  T = 
2
 T ;
which satisfy [ti; tj ] = ijktk and hence form an algebra
su(2).
The point about fundamental monopoles is that the
magnetic charge of a general non-Abelian monopole B 










where f(1);    ; (r)g are a set of simple roots, which
span (G), and na are integers. Thus any non-Abelian
monopole may be composed from a set of r fundamental
monopoles, where these monopoles correspond to simple
roots [6].
We now show that there is always an embedded
monopole with the same magnetic charge as the funda-
mental monopole. The rst point to notice is that every
fundamental monopole is associated with an su(2) alge-
bra (22). Then, by (19) we may show that fundamental
monopoles are associated with embedded monopoles if
su(2) = u(1)N; with N Mi: (24)
To prove (24) consider the symmetry breaking G ! T ;
associated with this is the decomposition




Hence each of the gauge families Mi is two dimensional
and relates to the decomposition of an associated su(2)γ .
One may note that each of these Nγ ’s is irreducible under
T since











with R(γ  ) an SO(2) rotation matrix inside Nγ .
Now the point is to show that each of these Nγ ’s is
contained within anMi. This follows from T  H, which
implies Ad(exp(T ))  Ad(H), so that the irreducible
subspaces of M under Ad(exp(T )) are contained within
the irreducible subspaces of M under Ad(H).
B. Embedded Combinations of Fundamental
Monopoles
In this section we enquire about those embedded
monopoles that are not associated with fundamental
monopoles. In particular, we discuss a specic set of
non-fundamental embedded monopoles.
Non-fundamental embedded monopoles correspond to
combinations of fundamental monopoles. The nature of




su(2)(1)      su(2)(p) ! u(1)(1)      u(1)(p)
such that the set f(1);    ; (p)g 2 (Mi) are mutually
orthogonal roots. In such a case the root spaces E(i) and
E(j) commute, which implies that [N(i) ;N(j) ] = 0; a
necessary requirement for the structure in (27).
The point of this embedding is that it is possible to
directly construct diagonal su(2) algebras lying between
the other su(2) algebras in the above embedding. Such
diagonal su(2) subalgebras may also dene embedded
monopoles. The existence of these is found by explicit
construction, such that they have a basis
t1 = n1t1(1) +   + npt1(p) ;
t2 = n1t2(1) +   + npt2(p) ; (28)
t3 = (n1 12(1)
(1) +   + np 12(p) (p))  T ;
where all ni 2 f0; 1g. It may be easily checked that they
dene an su(2) algebra.
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IV. SOLUTION SETS OF EMBEDDED
MONOPOLES
In general each embedded monopole will be an element
of a degenerate class of gauge equivalent monopoles. In
this section we enquire about the structure of this class
and discuss how this relates to the root structure of the
gauge symmetry.
A. H-Orbits of Embedded Monopoles
To start we consider how the su(2) embedding behaves
under a rigid H gauge transformation of an embedded
monopole.
(r) 7! Ad(h)(r); A(r) 7! Ad(h)A(r): (29)
From the embedded monopole Ansatz (16) it is clear
that (29) simply takes t 7! Ad(h)t; from which the su(2)
embedding of the monopole is taken to
su(2) 7! Ad(h)su(2): (30)
In the language of sec. (II) we would interpret this as
taking the magnetic generator M 7! Ad(h)M and the
subspace N 7! Ad(h)N .
Then the solution sets of embedded monopoles form a
manifold of H-equivalent su(2) embeddings. This mani-




where the centralizer C(su(2)) consists of those elements
in H that act trivially on su(2). This expression can be
converted to a more useful form by using the identity
C(su(2)) = C(X) for any X 2 N , which is proved in




; X 2 N : (32)
This orbit is completely characteristic of the gauge equiv-
alence structure of these monopoles.
It is interesting to note that within these orbits of
gauge equivalent monopoles is a stratum that corre-
sponds to a spatial rotation of the embedded monopole.
This can be seen by considering a subset of transforma-















By (16) this is entirely equivalent to a spatial rotation
’ 7! ’ +  of the embedded monopole.
B. Multiplet Structures of Fundamental Monopoles
We now examine the relationship between the funda-
mental monopoles, dened from the roots of G, and the
orbit structure in sec. (IV A).
Firstly we will recall a result of Goddard, Nuyt’s and
Olive’s [7], where they considered the action of the Weyl
group W  H upon magnetic generators M =   T .
Labeling the elements of W by roots  2 (H)
w = exp[i(E + E−)=
p
22]; (34)
they nd that transformation M 7! Ad(w)M takes
 7! 0 = () =  − 2  =2: (35)
with 0 a Weyl reflection of  in the hyperplane x = 0.
This result is relevant to the fundamental monopoles
because these have magnetic generators dened by a
(simple) root. In fact for  a root the su(2) embedding
will transform as
su(2) 7! Ad(w)su(2) : (36)
The question now is when does Ad(w)su(2) also cor-
respond to a root, and what happens otherwise?
To answer this question we will use the following result,
proved in Appendix B: when G is either SU(n), SO(2n)
or the exceptional groups apart from F4 there is a unique
su(2) algebra containing   T .
Thus in these cases the above mapping (36) takes
su(2) 7! Ad(w)su(2) = su(2)′ ; (37)
with 0 the Weyl reflection (35) of . One imagines the
subgroup W  H as generating a nite set of embedded
monopoles; each represented by a point in the orbit (32)
that is associated with a root.
For the other cases, SO(2n+1), Sp(n) and F4, there is
generally more than one su(2) algebra containing   T .
Then the action of the Weyl group may take a fun-
damental monopole into a monopole not dened by a
root (i.e. like one of the monopoles in sec. (III B)).
In that case it may be possible to gauge transform a
fundamental monopole into a monopole with the same
magnetic charge as a topologically distinct monopole.
The monopoles can have dierent embeddings and dif-
ferent homotopy classes but still have the same magnetic
charge; giving a form of generation structure.
V. EXAMPLE: SU(5) → SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)=Z6
To illustrate the results in this paper we consider
the monopoles from Georgi-Glashow SU(5) unication.
These monopoles were rst discussed in detail by Dokos
and Tomaras [8].
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Associated with the SU(5) symmetry breaking is a split
of the gauge boson generators into massive and massless
families
su(5) = HM; H = su(3) su(2) u(1): (38)
Here M is irreducible under Ad(H).
Taking a suitable basis for the Cartan subalgebra T
T1 = i diag(− 13 ;− 13 ; 23 ; 0; 0);
T3 = i diag(1;−1; 0; 0; 0);
T3 = i diag(0; 0; 0; 1;−1);
T4 = i diag(1; 1; 1;− 32 ;− 32 ):
(39)
This then species the four roots of H
(0) = (0; 0; 1; 0); (1) = (0; 1; 0; 0);
(2) = (32 ;
1
2 ; 0; 0); (3) = (
3
2 ;− 12 ; 0; 0):
(40)
Similarly the roots of G that are not roots of H take the
form
(1) = (− 12 ;− 12 ;− 12 ; 13 ); (2) = (1; 0;− 12 ; 13 );
(3) = (− 12 ; 12 ;− 12 ; 13 ); (4) = (− 12 ;− 12 ; 12 ; 13 );




3 ); (6) = (− 12 ; 12 ; 12 ; 13 ):
(41)
Note that the generators in (39) have not been nor-
malised to unity, which means care has to be taken with
the denition of the dual roots.
Each of the above roots  has an associated su(2)
algebra embedded within su(5). Then the fundamen-
tal monopoles may correspond to embedded ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopoles dened on su(2) ! u(1) .
In addition there are embedded monopoles that are not
fundamental. These have embeddings diagonal to N(i)
and N(j) such that (i)  (j) = 0.
The above embedded monopoles transform under a
rigid gauge rotation su(2) 7! Ad(h)su(2) of their embed-
ding. Then the orbit of equivalent monopole embeddings
denes a manifold
Ad(H)su(2) = Ad(H)X; X 2 N : (42)




This result was rst given in [9].
Within the orbit of fundamental monopoles (43) there
are discrete points correspond to the roots (i). The ac-
tion of the residual symmetry group between such states
is constructed from the Weyl subgroup W , which consists
of the elements
f1; exp[i(E(a) + E−(a))=
p
2 2(a)] : a 2 f0; 3gg: (44)
The action of w 2 W is to transform
Ad(w)su(2) = su(2)′ ; 0 =  − 2  =2; (45)
representing a Weyl reflection of the root  in the hy-
































FIG. 1. Root structure of SU(5) and action of Weyl group.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In these conclusions we give a brief summary of the
results of this paper and make a couple of remarks.
A. Summary
(1) We considered a symmetry breaking G ! H with
a scalar eld in the adjoint representation and G semi-
simple. Then the generators of gauge bosons split into
massless and massive families
G = HM: (46)
Here M forms a representation of H , which may be re-
ducible into irreducible components
M = M1     Mn: (47)
Each part represents a gauge family of massive gauge
bosons.
(2) Embedded monopoles are su(2) ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles embedded within
G = H  M
[ [ [ (48)
su(2) = u(1)  N ;
and solve the eld equations if
N Mi: (49)
(3) A rigid H gauge transformation upon the embedded
monopole transforms the su(2) embedding through
su(2) ! Ad(h) su(2): (50)
This generates to a set of gauge equivalent monopoles,





This can be expressed in a simpler form by noting
C(su(2)) = C(X) for any X 2 N .
(4) Fundamental monopoles, dened from the roots of G,
can always be embedded. In addition to these there are
also non-fundamental embedded monopoles, whose spec-
trum generally has a fairly complicated form. The funda-
mental monopoles are contained within the orbit (51) in
a manner relating to the action of the Weyl group upon
the roots.
B. Discussion
Within this paper we have discussed the solution set
of embedded ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles and their rela-
tionship with fundamental monopoles. It is not surpris-
ing that fundamental monopoles are always associated
with embedded monopoles because of their relation to
the roots of G, which are always associated with su(2)
subalgebras.
The use of this formalism is that the relationship of the
monopole spectrum to the group structure of the sym-
metry breaking is particularly transparent. For instance
consider the following symmetry breakings
SU(5) ! SU(3) SU(2)U(1)=Z6;
SU(5) ! SU(4)U(1)=Z4;
SU(5) ! U(1)4:
In each symmetry breaking the structure of M is trans-
parent; with M irreducible in the rst two cases and
decomposing maximally in the last. Furthermore con-
tained within the spectrum of distinct monopoles in the
last symmetry breaking are the fundamental monopoles
of the rst two.
It is important to note however that, whilst we have
shown these embedded monopoles solve the eld equa-
tions, they do not necessarily constitute the global min-
ima of the action. Generally speaking there will be other
local minima with the same boundary conditions but
dierent behaviour towards the core [10]. The choice
of global minimum will depend upon the parameters in
the potential and the choice of symmetry breaking, and
would presumably be judged on a case by case basis. We
do expect, however, that modication of the embedded
monopole Ansatz given here might be a natural way to
describe the solutions around the other minima.
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APPENDIX A: EMBEDDING MONOPOLES
In this appendix we prove that embedded ’t Hooft-
Polyakov su(2) monopoles can be constructed if and only
if N  Mi, where su(2) = u(1)  N and Mi is one of
the gauge families in (7).
To prove this one must show that the embedded




DF = J ; (A2)
where the scalar eld takes values  2 V = G and
hJ ; Xi = had(X); Di − hD; ad(X)i; (A3)
for any X 2 G.
First we note that the embedding decomposes G into
G = su(2) su(2)?: (A4)
Likewise it decomposes the scalar eld values into
V = Vemb  V?emb; Vemb = R0  R ad(N )0: (A5)
Then the embedded Ansatz solves the eld equations if
elds in the embedding do not source elds outside that
embedding [2], which requires
hDD(r);V?embi = 0; hJ(r); su(2)?i = 0: (A6)
Application of the eld equations then implies
hΨ; @V
@
[]i = 0; Ψ 2 V?emb;  2 Vemb; (A7)
had(Y );Vembi = 0;  2 Vemb; Y 2 su(2)?: (A8)
Since (A4) is invariant under the action of su(2) and
the inner product is invariant under the action of G,
eq. (A8) may be expressed equivalently as
had(Y )0;Vembi = 0: (A9)
Then using (A5) and had(G); i = 0 expresses this as
had(Y )0; ad(N )0i = 0; Y 2 su(2)?: (A10)
To this we apply the following result, proved in [3]:
had(Xi)0; ad(Yj)0i = ijhXi; Yji;
i =
kad(Xi)0 k
kXi k ; Xi 2Mi; Yj 2Mj : (A11)
This says the orthogonality between su(2) and su(2)? is
respected only for embeddings within the gauge families.





APPENDIX B: GROUP STRUCTURE OF ORBIT
1. Proving C(su(2)) = C(X).
To prove this we make two statements. The rst of
which is
C(su(2)) = C(N ); (B1)
where C(N ) is the centralizer of N , dened from su(2) =
u(1) N . This statement follows immediately from the
commutation relations of su(2): since [t1; t2] = t3 then
C(N )  C(u(1)) and (B1) is implied.
The next statement is that
C(N ) = C(X); (B2)
for any non-trivial X 2 N . This follows from again using
C(N )  C(u(1)), which implies that u(1) commutes with
C(N ). Then since any non-trivial X 0 2 N is proportional
to Ad(h)X for some h 2 U(1) we infer that C(X 0) =
C(X), obtaining (B2).
2. When is there a unique su(2) containing  · T ?
Consider a decomposition su(2) = u(1)N with u(1)
generated by   T . Taking a basis ftig for su(2) with
[ti; tj ] = ijktk, we may write E1 = t1 + it2 and E2 =
t1 − it2, and infer the following algebraic structure
i[  T =2; Ei] = Ei: (B3)















i.e. xiγ may only be non-zero for  γ=2 = 1. Of course
this is trivially satised for γ = ; yielding su(2) for
the associated su(2) algebra. The question is then, when
are there other roots satisfying γ  =2 = 1? This is





associated with a set of simple roots fγ(1);    ; γ(l)g.
Since Kij refers to the number of edges connecting the
ith and ith nodes of the Dynkin diagram, we have to nd
those groups that have diagrams containing two edges




= 1;  6= γ (B7)
may only be satised for the groups SO(2n + 1), Sp(n)
and F4. Otherwise, namely for SU(n), SO(2n) and the
other exceptional groups, su(2) is the unique algebra
containing   T .
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